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Academic studies consistently show that a reduction in current drug revenues leads to a fall in
future research and the number of new drug discoveries.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
▪

The biopharmaceutical industry is one of America’s leading sectors in terms of funding
research and employing researchers. Public policy should try to encourage its growth and
protect its competitiveness.

▪

Academic studies consistently show that a reduction in current drug revenues leads to a fall in
future research and the number of new drug discoveries. Policymakers need to keep this cost in
mind when setting any policies that affect drug revenues.

▪

Congress could lower drug prices by expanding access to affordable insurance, streamlining
regulation, especially for the manufacture of approved drugs, encouraging other countries to
pay their fair share of the cost of developing new drugs.
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INTRODUCTION
Drug prices are once again a major focus of public policy in Washington D.C. President Trump
has stated that reducing drug prices is one of his highest priorities. 1 The administration recently
issued new regulations requiring manufactures to list the price of their drugs in television ads. 2
Congress has already passed the Know the Lowest Price Act and the Patient Right to Know Drug
Prices Act, both of which try to promote transparency in prices. 3 The Senate Special Committee
on Aging recently conducted a series of hearings on drug pricing. 4 And the Senate’s bipartisan
Prescription Drug Pricing Reduction Act would reduce government spending on drugs by an
estimated $100 billion over the next decade. 5
This renewed attention is due to several factors. In a few cases, companies have dramatically
raised the prices of specific drugs in order to generate more profits. 6 Although these instances
have been relatively rare, they have generated a great deal of publicity and comment. In other
cases, new drugs have been introduced with large price tags. For instance, Novartis recently
announced its new drug Zolgensma, which treats spinal muscular atrophy, will be priced at $2.1
million for a one-time therapy. 7 A large reason for the high cost is that relatively few people
suffer from the disease and thus the cost of development must be spread over fewer patients.
Finally, the rising cost of health care, including drugs, is placing greater pressure on individuals,
insurers, and public budgets. A recent report by Accenture revealed a $30 billion gap between
the expected profits of drug companies from new drug launches and the projected drug spending
of the public health programs in developed countries. 8
Public policy demands a constant array of trade-offs whose difficulty only makes them more
important. For prescription drugs these trade-offs occur on at least three levels. At the first level,
policymakers must weigh the benefits of devoting more resources to health care as opposed to
other important social needs such as infrastructure, education, and income support. Second,
within health care they must balance spending on pharmaceuticals against other forms of health
care, the prices of which have also been rising. These trade-offs may not be so stark, however, as
in many cases the use of prescription drugs reduces the cost of other forms of health care. 9
There is also the difficult question of whether to devote extensive resources to help a few people
with severe conditions at the expense of slightly better care for the majority. Attempts to evaluate
the worth of different treatments require that we assign a cost to human life. But this cost is
extremely subjective and cannot be determined by economic considerations alone. 10
Finally, policymakers must choose between the respective demands of current and future
patients. Government price controls and other measures to reduce drug prices, such as weakened
intellectual property protection will undoubtedly help current patients. But this will come at a
cost. Money not consumed today can be invested for tomorrow. For the issue of pharmaceutical
drugs, an overwhelming body of academic research shows that price controls will significantly
restrict the number of new drugs in the future. The pharmaceutical industry is the epitome of a
dynamic high-tech industry, wherein the profits from one generation of products go to pay the
high development costs for the next generation. Artificially reducing drug revenues today will not
only cause companies to cut back on their future research—meaning the next generation will
benefit less from new drug discoveries—it will jeopardize U.S. leadership in an industry that
punches above its weight in funding research and employing scientists. 11
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An overwhelming body of academic research shows that price controls will significantly restrict the
number of new drugs in the future.
All of these trade-offs are inevitable. Because there is no one right answer, many of these
decisions should be subject to the political process, wherein policymakers can weigh the views
and interests of different groups. This report does not presume to make these decisions for
society. However, it is critical that when making these decisions, policymakers clearly understand
the benefits and costs of each option. The purpose of this report is threefold. First, it reviews
some of the data regarding drug spending. Second, it reviews the pharmaceutical industry’s
strong record in funding research and employing scientists. Finally, it summarizes the academic
research showing a strong causal link between current drug prices and revenues on the one hand
and future research and discoveries on the other.

ARE DRUG PRICES TOO HIGH?
In order to maximize social welfare with limited resources, policymakers need to appreciate the
costs and benefits of each decision they make. In the context of drug prices, they need to clearly
understand the strong link between current revenues (which may or may not be the same as
consumer prices) and the generation of future drugs. Put simply, drug companies must make
significant profits on their best-selling drugs in one generation in order to reinvest in the next
generation. A large portion of these “profits” goes to three sources before they are available for
distribution to shareholders. First, the revenues must cover the costs of the high number of failed
research efforts, most of which generate no revenues. Second, they must pay for the long delays
between initial research and product sales. These capital expenditures account for roughly half of
the total costs of developing new drugs. Finally, a large portion of the remainder goes into new
research on the next generation of drugs. Market investors quickly notice whenever companies do
not have a group of promising drugs in their pipelines.
Put simply, drug companies must make significant profits on their best-selling drugs in one generation
in order to reinvest in the next generation.
As figure 1 points out, change in total spending on retail pharmaceuticals varied dramatically
between 2000 and 2017. Although spending rose in later years, the increases were mostly
modest. The total number of pharmaceutical doses sold (the volume of drugs) also increased, in
part because of the increase in the U.S. population (up an average of 0.84 percent per year
since 2000) and the increase in the elderly population which on average consumes more drugs
(the population of Americans older than 65 years of old has increased an average of 2.27
percent per year since 2000). 12
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Figure 1: Annual change in total U.S. retail pharmaceutical spending 13

Figure 2, on the other hand, shows that the source of spending has changed dramatically. In
1960, fully 96 percent of all prescription drugs were paid for out of pocket. By 1980, this had
fallen to 71.3 percent, and by 2000, it was 27.8 percent. In 2017, only 14 percent of
prescription drugs were paid for out of pocket. Private insurance and Medicare/Medicaid paid for
42.0 percent and 40.2 percent, respectively. By 2027, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) expects the portion to decline to 12.8 percent. This trend has made many
patients less sensitive to the cost of their medications.
Figure 2: Percentage of retail prescription drugs paid for out of pocket 14
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Figure 3 shows retail pharmaceutical sales as a percent of total health care spending. Although
the fraction rose from 1980 to 2000, it has declined slightly since 2002 and is slightly lower
than where it was in 1960. It is also projected to be relatively flat for the next decade.
Figure 3: Retail prescription drug spending and projections as a percentage of total health care spending:
1960–2027 15

It should be no surprise that total health care spending is increasing, since the nation is getting
richer and its population has grown. Nevertheless, total retail spending on drugs has increased
almost sixfold, even after correcting for the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ consumer price index for
prescription drugs (see figure 4). However, so has gross domestic product (GDP). Figure 5 shows
that, as a percentage of GDP, the rise was far less dramatic—with 2017 levels below 2009
levels—and only a small portion of total income.
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Figure 4: Retail spending on prescriptions drugs adjusted for inflation (billions): 1970–2017 16

Figure 5: Retail prescription spending as a percentage of gross domestic product: 1960–2017 17

Much of the increase has been driven by increased demand, in part as drugs have become more
effective medical treatments. And much of the demand has been driven by those over the age of
65. Between 2002 and 2014, total retail spending on prescription drugs rose by $140 billion.
Spending on those over the age of 65 accounted for $54 billion, or 38 percent of this rise. Yet
the proportion of those over 65 in the population only rose from 12.3 percent to 14.3 percent of
the total population. Figure 5 again shows total spending on retail prescription drugs, adjusted
for inflation. It then adjusts this spending by the growth in the number of people ages 65 or
older, revealing that when controlling for the growth of the elderly, real spending has declined
10.4 percent since 2007.
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Figure 6: Real retail spending (billions) on prescription drugs indexed to the population over the age of 65:
1960–2017 18

The Cost of Drug Development
Drug development is extremely costly for three main reasons. The first is the heavily regulated
nature of the drug markets. Second, and partly due to this regulation, drug-development time is
very lengthy, taking an average of 10 to 20 years. Because future revenues are worth less than
those received today, a dollar of revenue in ten years will not come close to offsetting a dollar of
research paid for today. Finally, drug development pushes at the boundaries of biological and
chemical science, causing roughly 90 percent of all drug projects to fail. 19 In order to survive,
companies must recoup the costs of these failures in the revenues from the relatively rare
successes. A recent study by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates pharmaceutical
companies need to make a margin of 62.2 percent on their successful products in order to
average a 4.8 percent rate of return on all of their assets. Based on past studies, the report
assumes that 90 percent of all research spending results in no revenues, and that the approval
process takes 12 years. 20
A recent CBO study estimates pharmaceutical companies need to make a margin of 62.2 percent on
their successful products in order to average a 4.8 percent rate of return on all of their assets.
The most commonly accepted estimate of the cost of developing a new drug comes from the
Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development. Looking at drugs that began human testing
between 1995 and 2007, it estimated that the average cost of developing and bringing to
market a new compound had been $2.6 billion (in 2013 dollars). Post-approval costs added
another $300 million. Out-of-pocket costs were $1.4 billion. The rest was the cost of capital,
using a discount rate of 10.5 percent. Costs had risen over the last decade due to a decline in
clinical success rates and a rise in average research costs. 21 The study also found that, although
tax provisions such as the research and development (R&D) and the orphan-drug tax credits
reduce the cost of development, their effect is relatively small compared to the total costs. While
this study has been criticized, other estimates have produced comparable results. 22
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The problem of rising drug costs is made worse by the fact that Americans must pay a large share
of the costs of drug development. Since the United States accounts for roughly half of the global
market (in terms of the amount of drugs consumed), one might normally expect it to pay for only
about half of subsequent rounds of innovation. 23 But many countries, including high-income
ones, pursue policies that keep the prices of their patented drugs artificially low. 24 Because
manufacturers cannot recover much of their fixed costs overseas, they must charge higher prices
in the United States in order to achieve a given rate of return. Somewhat surprisingly, some also
raise the price of generic drugs in order to protect domestic manufacturers of those drugs.
As a result, U.S. consumers pay approximately 70 percent of all global patented
biopharmaceutical profits. 25
Many countries, including high-income ones, pursue policies that keep the prices of their patented
drugs artificially low. As a result, U.S. consumers pay approximately 70 percent of all global patented
biopharmaceutical profits.
This makes sense from the point of view of each country, particularly low-income countries.
Because of their relatively small market size compared with the United States, raising drug
prices would have little effect on either the amount or direction of global research. Collectively,
however, price restrictions harm the global community. 26 They result in significantly less
research, and fewer drugs. Everyone, including Americans, would benefit if all nations
contributed their fair share to drug research. Solving this collective action problem has proven
difficult, however.
It is interesting to note that efforts to fight climate change share the same dynamic. For most
countries, especially smaller ones, the rational action would be to not pay the price premium
required for clean energy because the cost of not doing so would be widely diffused to all
nations, while the benefit of a higher living standard from cheaper energy would be accrued by
the individual nation. Yet, most nations have decided that, when it comes to clean energy
innovation and adoption, they will put the interests of the globe ahead of their own interest.
Nations such as Canada, Japan, and much of Europe that prioritize fighting climate change think
nothing of free-riding on U.S. expenditures when it comes to fighting global diseases, thereby
slowing rates of new drug innovation.

Measuring Prices and Profits
Measurement problems complicate any analysis of the pharmaceutical industry. First, there are
problems measuring drug prices. For one thing, it can be very difficult to determine the correct
price of a given drug. Pharmaceutical pricing involves a number of different players and several
levels of discounts. Very few buyers pay list price, discounts vary significantly depending upon
the buyer, and manufacturers have become more reliant on rebates in order to sell products. A
recent Accenture report found that 4 of 11 drug companies studied had issued rebates totaling
more than half of their gross U.S. sales. 27 Two pills with identical ingredients but different
names can vary in price by a factor of five. 28 Moreover, middlemen play an important role in drug
distribution and pricing.
Even when a common price definition is used, price indexes of the real cost of pharmaceuticals
tend to overestimate the amount of inflation. 29 First, The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
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infrequently changes the market basket of drugs whose prices it monitors, so new generics are
often not included in the sample for several years even though their entrance into the market
quickly lowers prices. And when they are included, they are measured as new products, not as
cheaper versions of the branded drugs. 30 According to an estimate from 1993, this resulted in an
upward bias in the measured price of drugs of 1.2 percentage points a year. 31 Making this
adjustment would mean actual prices fell in 3 of the last 9 years (see figure 1).
Second, price increases tend to be more rapid for mature branded pharmaceuticals that have
proven their worth, while the prices of new products increase more slowly and can even decline.
However, because new products are not included in the index until several years after their
market entry, this declining-price experience is underrepresented. Finally, BLS does not measure
improvements in consumer benefits associated with new drugs. If a new version of a drug costs
the same as an existing one but delivers better results, its real cost has fallen, although the index
would not capture that. In contrast, the government does include quality improvements in its
measures of inflation for most other products, such as cars and computers. Although the
government has tried to address some of these problems, the indexes likely still overstate the rate
of inflation.
A second problem concerns how profits are measured, and particularly the accounting treatment
of research costs and marketing expenses. Because both of these costs have a useful life of more
than one year, standard accounting practice would include them as assets and amortize them
over a period of years (perhaps five to eight) beyond which they cease to have value. For
example, the Bureau of Economic Analysis now counts research as an asset and depreciates the
value of biopharmaceutical research by 10 percent each year. 32 However, the convention in the
pharmaceutical industry is to deduct research and marketing costs from revenues in the first
year. Although expensing for tax purposes makes sense in order to reduce the after-tax cost of
research, and to reflect actual cash flow within the company, the measurement of return on
assets should reflect traditional accounting principles. The deduction of research costs
temporarily lowers measured profits because it raises the amount of costs that are deducted from
revenues. However, by ignoring the continued value of research assets, it significantly
understates a company’s assets and therefore overstates the rate of return on assets. 33 CBO has
reported that, after properly adjusting for the asset value of research, the industry’s profitability
remains “somewhat” higher than the average for all industries, but not twice as large, as
standard measures show. 34
When research was properly accounted for, the return on equities fell to 8.3 percent for
pharmaceuticals and rose to 0.9 percent for biotechnology. The market average was 14.1 percent.
In recent years, industry returns have been even lower. New York University professor Aswath
Damodaran calculated estimated returns on equity (ROE) for different industries going back
several years. His calculations include estimates that treat research as both a standard expense
and a capital expenditure. For 2018, the return on equity for pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
was 12.6 percent and -1.6 percent, respectively, compared with an economy average of 15.6
percent. 35 However, when research was properly accounted for, the ROEs fell to 8.3 percent for
pharmaceuticals and rose to 0.9 percent for biotechnology. The market average was 14.1
percent. This relative performance is reflected in stock prices. Over the past five years, the NYSE
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ARCA Pharmaceutical Index experienced an annual return of 2.0 percent, compared to 7.6
percent for the broader S&P 500. 36
Finally, even a significant reduction in margins would not transform drug pricing. The
Government Accountability Office estimated that pharmaceutical and biotechnology revenues
were $775 billion in 2015, with an industry profit margin of 17.1 percent (not taking into
account capitalization of research). 37 Reducing this margin to 6.7 percent (the average for
Fortune 500 companies) and assuming all savings were used to lower prices would have lowered
prices by only 10 percent.

Measuring the Benefits
Any analysis of the cost of drugs needs to also consider the benefits from their use. There is
ample evidence that the benefits substantially exceed the costs. Policies that restrict the flow of
future drugs are therefore likely to harm society, particularly if the savings are consumed, rather
than invested.
Any analysis of drug costs needs to consider the benefits from their use. Policies that restrict the flow
of future drugs are therefore likely to harm society, particularly if the savings are consumed, rather
than invested.
A 2008 study by CBO found that average returns to society from past drug R&D appeared to have
been large. 38 A study of the use of other medical services and whether advances in
pharmaceutical treatments had any effect on days lost to sickness found that conditions that had
larger increases in post-1990 drugs per affected person also had larger declines in disability
days and the use of almost all non-drug medical devices. 39 The total benefit was $95 per person,
or twice the cost of the additional drugs. All of this social benefit went to patients and health
care providers. In another study, improved medication adherence in patients with four chronic
diseases resulted in benefit-to-cost ratios of between 3.1:1 and 10.1:1 depending on the
condition. Annual savings per patient varied from $1,258 to $7,823. 40
The creation of net benefits also extends to future drugs. Reduced biomedical innovation would
increase future health care costs and slow improvements in health and longevity. 41 The
Alzheimer’s Association recently evaluated the current cost of treating the disease. 42 By 2050,
16 percent of Americans 65 or older will suffer from some stage of Alzheimer’s, with 6.5 million
individuals in the severe stage of needing round-the-clock care. The cost of treating Alzheimer’s
that year will be $1.2 trillion in 2019 dollars. The report estimates that discovering a drug in
2025 that would delay the onset of Alzheimer’s by 5 years would reduce the cost of treatment in
2050 by one-third. Savings in the first 10 years alone would total $935 billion. The high cost of
mental illness (roughly $1.5 trillion annually) also offers a great opportunity for cost reduction
through better drugs. 43
However, the presence of large social benefits is not enough. Companies must still be able to
realize a profit on their drugs. A recent news article reports on the difficulty biotech firms face in
developing new antibiotics. 44 Despite a growing need, a decline in market returns has caused
larger firms to shift research over to other areas. For example, only three companies are currently
conducting clinical research on antibiotics. The article speculates that part of the problem is few
doctors know about the new antibiotics, which may be the result of a lack of marketing. Another
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problem is new drugs, due to their high costs, are only used when other treatments do not work,
meaning their overall sales are likely not enough to pay for new-drug development.

PHARMA’S ROLE IN PROMOTING RESEARCH
The pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries combined account for a large percentage of
U.S. research, both as a fraction of their profits and as a fraction of total U.S. R&D. figure 7
shows total business expenditures on pharmaceutical R&D in 2014 (the latest year for which
data is available), with private research developing new drugs in the United States at a
significantly higher percentage of GDP than in the rest of the world. Although Japan comes close
in percentage terms, total private R&D spending was $56.6 billion in the United States,
compared with $14.6 billion in Japan.
Figure 7: Business expenditure for pharmaceutical budgets for health-related R&D as a percentage of
GDP, 2014 45

The U.S. pharmaceutical industry conducts far more pharma research than other countries, and more
research overall than other U.S. industries.
This high level of investment also applies to the total value of the pharmaceutical industry.
Figure 8 shows R&D intensity by industry, measured as business R&D spending as a percentage
of the gross value added of an industry. Once again, the U.S. pharmaceutical industry conducts
far more pharma research than other countries, and more research overall than other U.S.
industries. U.S. pharmaceutical companies devoted 43.8 percent of their total value added in
2014 back into R&D, ahead of both air and spacecraft, and electronic and optical products.
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Figure 8: R&D intensity by industry and country, 2014 46

Because of this research, Americans enjoy earlier access to new drugs. The European Federation
of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations recently found that, although the North American
market accounted for only 48.9 percent of worldwide pharmaceutical sales, 65.2 percent of
sales of new medicines launched between 2013 and 2018 were in the United States. 47 It also
determined that, although the growth of drug research had stagnated from 2009 to 2013 (a
period in which significant reforms to health care were being discussed), it grew at an 8.6percent rate between 2014 and 2018. The European rate was only 3.8 percent. 48
Worldwide, the pharmaceuticals and biotechnology industry spent almost $112 billion on R&D in
2013 (the latest year for which data is available). 49 The National Science Foundation regularly
collects data on business research. According to its latest data, companies producing
pharmaceuticals and medicines paid for $65.8 billion of research in 2016. 50 This was almost 17
percent of all research funded by manufacturing companies in the United States. Biotechnology
firms contributed another $6.1 billion. Over 85 percent of this pharmaceutical research was
conducted in the United States. Over 64 percent of this funding was devoted to development,
while another 21 percent was spent on applied research. 51 Companies devoted 16.5 percent of
sales to domestic R&D. 52 The only industries with higher ratios that year were semiconductor
machinery and scientific R&D services (which include biotechnology). Biopharmaceutical
companies accounted for 687,000 domestic employees, of which 144,000, or 21 percent
worked in R&D. 53 This is over 9 percent of all R&D workers funded by industry.

THE EFFECT OF DRUG PRICES ON INNOVATION
The previous section discussed the strong contribution the pharmaceutical industry makes to
U.S. research. The U.S. lead in life-sciences research delivers large benefits to the economy in
the form of faster, more numerous breakthrough drugs and continued advances in existing
therapies, as well as tens of thousands of high-paying jobs across the nation. 54
This section reviews the academic literature on the strong link between drug prices and the
future introduction of new drugs. Like any industry, pharmaceutical manufacturers need to earn
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an adequate rate of return on their assets in order to remain in business. However, the special
nature of the pharmaceutical industry, in particular the heavy upfront investment in drug
research and testing, and the long and uncertain delay between initial investments and drug
revenues, means government price controls or other policies to reduce revenue (such as
weakened intellectual property protection) will reduce drug innovation.
Numerous studies have shown a firm link between prices and profits on the one hand and higher levels
of research and drug innovation on the other.
Numerous studies have shown a firm link between prices and profits on the one hand and higher
levels of research and drug innovation on the other. Although this report will not attempt to
define the proper balance in detail, policymakers need to be aware this link is well established.
Lowering prices now will result in less future research and fewer new drugs. The decline in future
drugs will in turn reduce patient welfare over the longer term. This is not to say the federal
government should sit on the sidelines regarding the affordability of drugs, but rather that price
controls will come at a cost to innovation and long-term patient well-being.

The Trade-Off Between Short-Term Affordability and Long-Term Innovation
The unique nature of the pharmaceutical industry complicates the task of setting prices. In many
traditional industries with a competitive market, firms often set prices only slightly higher than
the marginal cost of producing an additional unit. This is because in most traditional industries
fixed costs (e.g., capital equipment, R&D, and other overhead) are relatively low compared with
total costs of production.
However, setting prices close to marginal cost won’t work for innovation industries—including
biopharmaceuticals—wherein the marginal cost of producing another unit (e.g., a pill or dose) is
usually relatively small in comparison with the overall fixed costs, especially research,
development, and testing. As innovation companies, drug companies must be able to recover
these high up-front costs. Like some other industries such as movies, wherein there is a risk of
the product being a bust, biopharmaceutical companies must be able to price drugs to cover not
just the fixed and marginal costs of the successful drug, but also the costs of the failures. High
fixed costs (from both successes and failures) ensure companies will need to price drugs
significantly above the marginal cost. Although short-term affordability of drugs may be increased
if drug revenues are based on marginal cost, drug companies will not be able to recover their
costs, which will make them stop investing in future research, lose money, and go out
of business.
Ensuring prices remain high enough to allow drug manufacturers to recover their high fixed costs
requires government intervention. In the United States, this is done mainly by giving drug
companies patent protection for new discoveries. These policies give companies the ability to
raise prices above marginal—and even average—cost, at least as long as there are few close
substitutes to a particular treatment. Without patent protection, other companies would swoop
into markets, thereby avoiding the hard and expensive work of developing and testing a drug and
bearing only production and marketing costs. This is in fact what happens once the patent on a
popular drug expires.
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The granting of a monopoly through patents and other intellectual property protection has a
positive effect on product development—which in the case of drug companies, is on research,
development, and testing. While market power from intellectual property protection may reduce
short-term welfare, it increases long-term welfare by encouraging more investment and
innovation. This is why the Founding Fathers included patent protection in the Constitution. 55
Moreover, in many cases, a patent may not confer much effective pricing power. A company with
a patent on a drug for a given disease may face strong competition from other drugs with similar
effectiveness. 56 In such cases, the patents may not translate into effective pricing power. 57 In
addition, the maker of a particular drug may face some limitations on market power from buyers,
such as health care insurers and drug benefit plans, with their own market power. These
restraints help ensure pharmaceutical prices will be roughly based on the value to patients and
the broader health care system. 58 For example, although Zolgensma is priced at $2.1 million for
a one-time treatment, it treats spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). Infants born with SMA Type 1
typically die within 18 months or can only survive on life support. Roughly 30 new patients are
born each month. The only existing therapy, Spinraza, costs $750,000 for the first treatment
and $375,000 per year after that. 59
But even when companies set prices high, society can still benefit. When companies decide how
much money to invest in research, they typically invest until the benefits to them stop exceeding
their costs. Because companies do not benefit from the spillover benefits to society (the benefit
competitors and consumers get from their innovation), they do not take them into account. In
fact, research levels would be maximized by letting these companies capture all the social
benefits. 60 A recent study by Tomas Philipson and Anupam Jena shows that drug companies
typically capture only a small fraction of the total social benefit they produce. 61 The study
concentrated on therapies for HIV/AIDS introduced after the late 1980s. It estimated that these
drugs increased social welfare by nearly $1.4 trillion. However, the companies that produced
these drugs increased their profits by only $62.9 billion. They therefore captured less than 5
percent of the total welfare. The remainder went to the rest of society. Looking at over 200
previous studies of the cost efficiency of other drugs, the authors estimated that in 25 percent of
the studies, companies captured less than 7 percent of the societal surplus. The appropriation of
social welfare exceeded 25 percent in only one-quarter of the studies. Philipson and Jena also
found that “dynamic efficiency only occurs when those undertaking the costs of R&D have
incentives that are properly aligned with society, which is true when social surplus is entirely
appropriated as profits.” 62 Because firms capture only a small part of the total surplus, they do
too little research. Although patent law, the R&D tax credit, and other policies can mitigate this
effect, policymakers should remember that allowing firms to appropriate more of the surplus
directly may promote dynamic efficiency (e.g., new drugs) and long-term societal benefits
(e.g., health).
Drug pricing therefore requires a balance between short-term affordability and long-term
innovation. Low prices (as well as public subsidies) allow more individuals to afford existing
drugs now, but if they come at the expense of drug company revenues, they reduce the incentive
to invest in new cures. Higher prices increase this incentive but can also make prices
unaffordable for many patients. Subsidies for drugs, particularly for low- and moderate-income
households, either through private insurance or government payments, is one way to balance this
conflict. Unfortunately, there is no right answer for obtaining the proper balance, but those who
try to strike it need to be aware of the trade-off.
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The justification for high prices on any particular drug therefore depends on the assumption that
they are needed to fund the subsequent round of innovation. This link has been established by
numerous empirical studies over the last several decades. A recent survey summarized the
scholarly literature this way: “The preponderance of evidence suggests that raising
reimbursements for pharmaceuticals stimulates innovation, primarily because the expected
rewards for innovation go up and secondarily because the cost of financing falls for cashconstrained pharmaceutical firms.” 63
“The preponderance of evidence suggests that raising reimbursements for pharmaceuticals stimulates
innovation, primarily because the expected rewards for innovation go up and secondarily because the
cost of financing falls for cash-constrained pharmaceutical firms.”

Previous Literature Reviews
Previous government reports have summarized the link between biopharmaceutical profits and
innovation within the drug industry. CBO pointed to two underlying reasons why this link might
be so strong. 64 First, as in most industries, the introduction of successful new drugs often leads
to higher profits as companies are able to capture some of the social value created by their
products. The profitability of current drugs also serves as a proxy for the profitability of future
drugs. If biopharmaceutical firms are allowed to make reasonably large profits from their current
products, they are likely to conclude that the same will be true in the future. This may cause
them to increase both the speed and amount of their research activities. Conversely, they may
view current attempts to hold down prices as likely to continue into the future, in which case
they may decrease research funding.
The second reason CBO identified is adequate profits generate significant cash flow, which
allows companies to finance the next round of innovation. 65 The availability of cash flow is
important because raising significant amounts of money in the stock or bond markets is more
costly. Biopharma companies have a much more detailed knowledge of disease models, the
status of their current research, and the probabilities of success. Because investors cannot
adequately assess these risks for themselves, they demand higher returns for investing. Assuming
firms invest in R&D until their cost of capital exceeds the rate of return, financing through cash
flow should allow them to justify more projects than if they have to raise the money from outside
investors.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) conducted a detailed study
of this issue in the pharmaceutical industry. It found that “[p]harmaceutical pricing and
reimbursement policies stand to affect innovation through multiple channels, influencing both
the incentives to invest in private R&D and the costs of investment. The main channel of
prospective influence is the impact of pricing and reimbursement policies on the expected return
on investment in R&D.” 66 In fact the generation of large revenues is closely related to the
amount of research an individual company does. Figure 9 shows R&D expenditures and sales of
the 151 largest pharmaceutical firms in the world in 2006. There was clearly a very strong
correlation (0.97).
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Figure 9: R&D expenditures and sales in the pharmaceutical industry, 2006 67

Pricing policies affect not only the amount of research conducted (leading-edge or marginal
improvements) but also the type and the decision of whether and when to introduce a new
product to the market.
The Government Accountability Office recently completed its own review of trends in
pharmaceutical profits and R&D. 68 It found that both experts and academic research has
concluded that high revenue potential associated with a large number of patients, or the ability
to charge a high price, is an important incentive for R&D investment. 69 Exclusivity periods and
patent protection, tax incentives, and expedited review programs were also cited as influencing
R&D. Of course, while biopharmaceutical companies, like other firms, would like to charge as
high a price as possible, their ability to do so is limited by both buyers not being willing to pay
more for a drug than the benefits it delivers in terms of longer, healthier lives, and the presence
of at least some competition in the marketplace.
Experts and academic research have concluded that high revenue potential associated with a large
number of patients, or the ability to charge a high price, is an important incentive for R&D investment.
Academic studies that explore the causal link between drug revenues and research face a
common difficulty in finding good data. They also take different approaches to choosing the
inputs, outputs, and econometric model to measure the relationship between prices and profits,
and research and innovation. So it is somewhat remarkable that, collectively, they arrive at the
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common answer that high prices for today’s treatments are closely associated with more research
and a larger number of future drugs. There appear to be no scholarly studies that show no
relationship between current prices and future innovation. Given their common conclusion that
short-term price declines will endanger future drug innovation, it is worthwhile to discuss some
of the major studies individually.

Grabowski and Vernon (2000)
Two studies by Duke University’s Henry Grabowski and John A. Vernon from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill looked at the relationship between expected returns and cash flows
on the one hand, and company research on the other. The first study covered the period from
1962 to 1975. 70 This followed passage of the Kefauver-Harris Amendment to the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, which required a showing of efficacy as well as safety in order to get FDA
approval. This increased development times by several years and R&D costs per new drug by
several-fold. The authors found that research productivity, defined as sales of recent new drug
introductions divided by lagged R&D spending, declined rapidly during the period. This
eventually influenced cash flows, the decline of which along with the fall in research productivity
together had the effect of reducing R&D.
A later study looked at research spending between 1974 and 1994 in 11 firms specializing in
prescription drugs. 71 Together, these firms represented just over 40 percent of the U.S. market
and half of the innovative output (defined as the first 3 years’ sales of all new chemical entities
introduced in a period of time). Unlike the previous period, research productivity rose over 50
percent. Grabowski and Vernon found that both expected productivity of R&D and available cash
flow positively affect R&D spending. Again, the link between cash flow and research is due to the
fact that internally generated funds, which are often the result of higher profits, cost less than
either borrowed funds or new equity, and therefore lower the required rate of return for new
research at the margin. 72

U.S. Department of Commerce (2004)
In 2004, Congress asked the U.S. Department of Commerce to study the effect of
pharmaceutical price controls in OECD countries. 73 The department concluded that most OECD
countries use a variety of controls to limit the price of patent-protected drugs in their countries.
These restrictions reduced the revenue of drug companies by $18 billion to $27 billion per year.
The department estimated that lower revenues reduced global R&D by $5 billion to $8 billion, or
3 to 4 new drug entities annually. This latter effect was based on outside estimates regarding the
cost of developing a new drug. Note that using a lower cost of development would imply that the
reduction in research spending resulted in a higher number of new drugs not being discovered.
Access to these new drugs would benefit U.S. consumers by $5 billion to $7 billion a year. In
contrast, OECD countries also used price floors on generic drugs in order to protect their
domestic manufacturers. Eliminating these floors would save Europeans $5 billion to $30 billion
annually, potentially paying for restoring a competitive market to patent drugs. The study also
found that significantly more new active substances were available in the United States than in
other countries, which it attributed to companies’ increased ability to capture more of the social
benefit from current drugs. 74
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Acemoglu and Linn (2004)
One problem with modeling the relationship between prices and research is the causation may go
both ways. It is possible that better research increases profits rather than the other way around.
To get at this problem, economists Daron Acemoglu and Joshua Linn examined the
pharmaceutical industry using the theory of induced innovation, which says that changes in the
real prices of different goods or inputs should cause companies to change the direction of
innovation. 75 Their 2004 study looked at changes in demographic trends between 1970 and
1990. Demographic changes affect the potential market size for a drug but they do not depend
on the amount of research being done. If research spending and the size of the market move
together, causation should run from prices to research.
Acemoglu and Linn divided specific drugs into categories depending on the age of the population
that primarily used them. The results showed a strong relationship between market size and the
entry of new drugs. As baby boomers aged over a 30-year period, the market for drugs mostly
consumed by the young declined, while those used by older individuals increased. This produced
a matching change in the number of new drugs in each category. A 1-percent increase in the
potential market size led to a 6-percent increase in the number of new drugs entering that
market. Although much of this increase came from generics, both the number of nongeneric
drugs (those not identical or bioequivalent to an existing drug) and the number of new molecular
compounds (drugs containing an active component that has never been approved by the FDA or
marketed in the United States) increased by at least 4 percent. They also found that drug firms
anticipated these demographic changes with a lead of 10 to 20 years.

Giaccotto, Santerre, and Vernon (2005)
A 10-percent increase in real prices caused firms to increase their R&D intensity by nearly 6 percent
the following year.
Another study, by Giaccotto, Santerre, and Vernon, found a strong link between real drug prices
and firm R&D. 76 Their 2005 study focused on R&D intensity (the ratio of R&D spending to
product sales) rather than the level of research, and found that real drug prices, real GDP per
capita, and the amount of foreign sales as a percentage of total sales all had a strong impact on
R&D intensity the following year. Specifically, a 10-percent increase in real prices caused firms
to increase their R&D intensity by nearly 6 percent the following year. Applying this result to the
past, they estimated that if drug prices had not increased in real terms between 1980 and 2001,
R&D spending would have been 30 percent below its actual level. The number of new drugs
entering the market during this time would have fallen by between 330 and 365, or about onethird of the actual number.

Abbott and Vernon (2005)
Some studies have tried to estimate the impact of future price controls on research. In 2005,
economists Thomas Abbott of Thomson-Medstat and John A. Vernon found a strong impact on
future innovation. 77 They used the history of specific firms to look at the impact of prices on the
initial decision whether to start Phase I trials on a perspective drug. With data on actual
development costs, drug revenues, and a measure of the uncertainty facing firms, they found
that minor price changes would have relatively little effect. A price decline of 5 to 10 percent
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would reduce product development by about 5 percent. But larger price declines would have a
more serious impact. For example, a price cut of 40 to 45 percent in real terms would reduce the
number of new development projects by 50 to 60 percent.

Lichtenberg (2006)
A 2006 study by Frank Lichtenberg looks at relationships between expected market revenues on
the one hand and both the number of chemotherapy regimens for treating a cancer site (i.e.,
skin, lungs) and the number of articles published in scientific journals pertaining to drug therapy
for that cancer site. 78 As the importation of drugs would decrease the U.S. price and therefore
the expected revenues, Lichtenberg hypothesized that importation would cause both the number
of regimens and the number of publications to fall. He started by assuming that the
responsiveness of innovation to a change in revenues is at least as great as its responsiveness to
the number of patients. To estimate the latter, he looked at both changes in the number of
patents with particular types of cancer in Canada and the United States, and the number of
regimens and research papers devoted to that type of cancer. The results showed the elasticity of
the number of cancer patients to the number of chemotherapy regimens available to treat a
specific type of cancer is 0.53. The elasticity of journal citations is 0.60. Therefore, a 10percent fall in drug prices is likely to cause a 5- to 6-percent decline in both cancer regimens
and research articles.
A 10-percent fall in drug prices is likely to cause a 5- to 6-percent decline in both cancer regimens
and research articles.
The study also looked at the relationship between the number of innovations within a company
(defined as FDA-approved active ingredients contained in products sold by the company that are
not contained in any other company’s products) and the number of its employees. It finds an
elasticity of 0.71 across 14 pharmaceutical companies; a 10-percent reduction in new approved
active ingredients would cut the number of employees by 7 percent.

Civan and Maloney (2009)
In 2009, economists Abdulkadir Civan and Michael Maloney looked at both the existing drugs
available to treat specific diseases and the number of new drugs in development for those same
diseases. 79 After correcting for the number of existing treatments available for a specific
condition, they found a positive relationship between the average price of available drugs and the
number of new drugs being developed. A 30-percent increase in drug prices for a given condition
would increase the number of drugs in development for that condition by 25 percent. Of course,
as generics enter the market in response to favorable market conditions, prices usually fall.

Golec and Vernon (2010)
Economists Joseph Golec of the University of Connecticut and John A. Vernon looked at the
relationship between an index of drug prices in both the United States and Europe and the
profitability, research spending, and stock price of U.S. and EU pharmaceutical firms,
respectively. 80 Between 1993 and 2004, European price controls prevented pharmaceutical
prices from rising in inflation-adjusted terms, whereas real prices in the United States rose by 50
percent. However, the authors found a statistically significant positive correlation (0.64) between
changes in the price increases and R&D spending. 81
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Market conditions not only affected the size of research spending, it also affected its location.
Looking at other sets of data, they found biopharmaceutical research in the EU countries
exceeded research conducted in the United States by 24 percent in 1986. But by 2004, U.S.
levels were 15 percent greater than EU levels. 82 This is mostly due to EU spending stalling
between 1997 and 2001, roughly the same time the two price indexes diverged. Total U.S.
biopharma research by foreign firms has been growing at a faster rate than foreign research by
U.S. firms, largely because U.S. prices for on-patent drugs are higher than those in Europe.
Higher prices have therefore caused foreign companies to divert their attention to the U.S.
market, thereby strengthening the U.S. domestic industry.
Golec and Vernon also looked at the real annual growth rate in research spending. U.S. research
consistently grew about 3.4 percentage points more than EU research each year. However, both
rates have been trending down in recent years. Using regression analysis, the study shows firms
that were more sensitive to European prices spent less on R&D, while the opposite was true of
sensitivity to U.S. prices. By assuming the annual real increase in R&D spending would have
maintained its rate of 6.6 percent had the Europeans not introduced price controls, the report
estimates the present value of reduced R&D from regulations has been almost $12 billion in
current dollars and 1,680 R&D jobs. 83 Using an average cost per drug of $260 million, this
translates to 46 fewer medicines between 1986 and 2004. They noted that between 1987 and
1991, EU firms introduced 101 new medicines. This figure dropped to 57 new medicines
between 2000 and 2004, the difference of which was roughly the number they attributed to the
decline in R&D. Meanwhile, the number of U.S. new medicines increased from 54 to 70. Similar
price controls in the United States would have reduced the present value of research by almost
$31 billion, resulting in a loss of 117 new medicines and 4,368 jobs. 84

Schwartz (2018)
In 2018, researchers at Precision Health Economics used a model of the over-50 population to
simulate the elimination of price controls in non-U.S. OECD countries.85. The study estimated
that removing price controls would raise pharmaceutical revenues by 30 percent. The paper
estimated that a 30-percent price increase in non-U.S. OECD countries would increase the size
of the global pharmaceutical market by around 12 percent. This in turn would produce a 12
percent increase in research and 13 new drugs per year. The impact grows to 44 new molecules
per year by 2060. Assuming these drugs would also be introduced into the United States, the
expected longevity of American 45-year-olds would increase by 0.86 years, which the report
values at $1.54 trillion, or $67,000 per individual. For 15-year-olds, the increase in longevity
would be 1.6 years, worth $115,000 per person. Although the net benefits to non-U.S.
individuals would be partially offset by higher drug prices in the near term, these benefits would
still be significant. Life expectancy for a 45-year-old European would increase by 0.81 years, and
welfare gains would exceed $80,000 per person.

POSSIBLE POLICY SOLUTIONS
Although the purpose of this report is not to promote one policy solution over others, a number of
possible reforms could improve the situation. The first lesson is policymakers should exercise
caution before pursuing any policies that would reduce the net revenues from the sale of current
drugs. Efforts in this direction are likely to lower long-term welfare by reducing the number of
future breakthroughs.
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Policies that encourage other nations to raise the price of patented drug prices are likely to boost the
funding of future research. If done collectively, all nations would benefit.
Policies that encourage other nations to raise the price of patented drug prices are likely to boost
the funding of future research. If done collectively, all nations would benefit. These reforms
could be accompanied by changes that make it easier to introduce generic drugs, likely resulting
in net benefits to consumers. Taking full advantage of generics would lower drug revenues. But
despite the link between revenues and research, the goal of public policy should not be to prop
prices up as far as possible, but rather to structure a well-functioning market that adequately
rewards innovation and links prices to social benefits. Once a fair patent period has expired,
patients should benefit from heightened competition.
Other reforms could aim at reducing the cost of drug development, which would likely result in
both lower prices and increased investment in R&D. Congress and the FDA should continue to
improve and streamline, wherever possible, the drug approval process, keeping in place existing
safety and efficacy standards. Another option is to encourage more innovation in drug
manufacturing. A recent article argues that pharmaceutical manufacturing could be more
efficient. It attributes much of this to high regulatory barriers and inefficient intellectual-property
protection of manufacturing methods. Proposed changes, such as faster regulatory approvals for
manufacturing innovations that do not affect quality, and preventing other companies from
immediately copying improvements discovered by others either through process patents or by
administratively denying other companies from copying the innovation for a certain period of
time, could result in savings of $50 billion each year. 86 As Congress reauthorizes the
Manufacturing USA program, it should add funding for at least one center focused on
biopharmaceutical manufacturing process technology to complement the existing BioFabUSA
center, which focuses on the production process for large-molecule biotech drugs.
Congress could also ease drug discovery by appropriately loosening data restrictions in the health
care market. Data-driven innovation promises to transform many aspects of medicine. 87 Within
the pharmaceutical industry, better access to data can improve discovery, clinical review, testing,
and post-market monitoring. However, these benefits require access to massive amounts of data
from many people. Current federal policy makes the sharing of data difficult, even de-identified
data individual patients are eager to share in order to help find a cure.
Finally, the federal government should significantly increase funding for basic medical
research. 88 While the federal government is not well positioned to evaluate the most promising
areas of applied research, it does play a large role in underwriting advances in the basic research
on which these applications rest. Despite conservative worries that federal research displaces
private research, the evidence shows that it clearly serves as a complement to it. Steady
advances in the basic understanding of chemical and biological science reduce the risks and
improve the returns from private efforts.
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CONCLUSION
The U.S. biopharmaceutical industry is the most innovative and research-intensive industry in
the world. Rather than channeling most current revenue into profits, companies pour a large
portion of their revenues from each generation of drugs into research in the next round of
development. As a result, the industry funds a large share of total U.S. R&D, employs a
significant number of researchers, and continues to develop new drugs.
Some have argued high prices are not needed to maintain this virtuous cycle because, in the face
of price controls or other measures to lower prices, companies can maintain high revenues for
research by cutting marketing expenses. 89 However, Frosch et al. found that direct-to-consumer
advertising was $4.9 billion in 2007, or just 1.4 percent of total sales, hardly a honeypot of
savings to be applied to lower drug pricing. 90 Moreover, while much advertising is designed to
gain market share over competitors, some is about educating consumers and health care
providers. Moreover, the drug industry is different than, say, the soap or car industry where it is
relatively easy for consumers to find out on their own about new products and the differences
between them. This is why Frosch et al. found that more than half of physicians agree that ads
educate patients about health conditions and available treatments; and nearly 75 percent of
patient respondents agree that advertisements improve their understanding of diseases and
treatments. 91 Moreover, absent some government restrictions on marketing, companies devote
resources to marketing because they think that, even after accounting for its cost, it will increase
demand and therefore revenues. Marketing and innovation are usually complements, because
marketing makes it possible to sell new products. 92
The biopharmaceutical industry funds a large share of total U.S. R&D, employs a significant number of
researchers, and continues to develop new drugs.
Advocates also argue price controls won’t hurt drug innovation because companies must engage
in continued research if they want to remain in business. 93 Revenues from current products play
a large role in funding future research. Academic studies demonstrate a strong consensus that
drug price controls limit revenues for biopharmaceutical companies, and that this in turns leads
companies to invest less in research to develop new drugs. When countries intervene to set a cap
on drug prices, as Europe did in the 1980s, research and innovation suffer. Moreover, firms are
unlikely to invest in future research unless they believe doing so will be profitable. 94 Private firms
routinely exit markets—and entire industries—once they lose profitability, even as they try to
enter new, more promising markets. Price controls reduce industry R&D, which decreases the
number of new drugs developed and thereby hurts patients in the future. It is simply not true
that government can impose significant price controls without damaging the chances for future
cures. Countries that allow higher drug prices experience more innovation. They also benefit from
a more competitive domestic industry and more good jobs.
Finally, the reduction in research and new drug development will reduce overall societal welfare.
Studies show that drugs create a large amount of social value. Yet even with current U.S. drug
prices, firms usually capture only a small portion of this total value. The rest goes to patients,
health care and insurance providers, and the rest of the population.
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While the evidence does not dictate how policymakers should strike the proper balance between
short-term availability and long-term health, it does show a trade-off exists. The close
relationship between prices and research led one early study to conclude that:
[A] pell-mell march toward regulation of pharmaceutical industry pricing could
seriously impair the industry’s incentives for investment in new products.... If profits
were held to “reasonable” levels on blockbuster drugs, aggregate profits would almost
surely be insufficient to sustain a high rate of technological progress…. Should a
tradeoff be required between modestly excessive prices and profits versus retarded
technical progress, it would be better to err on the side of excessive profits. 95
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INTRODUCTION
Drug prices are once again a major focus of public policy in Washington D.C. President Trump
has stated that reducing drug prices is one of his highest priorities. 1 The administration recently
issued new regulations requiring manufactures to list the price of their drugs in television ads. 2
Congress has already passed the Know the Lowest Price Act and the Patient Right to Know Drug
Prices Act, both of which try to promote transparency in prices. 3 The Senate Special Committee
on Aging recently conducted a series of hearings on drug pricing. 4 And the Senate’s bipartisan
Prescription Drug Pricing Reduction Act would reduce government spending on drugs by an
estimated $100 billion over the next decade. 5
This renewed attention is due to several factors. In a few cases, companies have dramatically
raised the prices of specific drugs in order to generate more profits. 6 Although these instances
have been relatively rare, they have generated a great deal of publicity and comment. In other
cases, new drugs have been introduced with large price tags. For instance, Novartis recently
announced its new drug Zolgensma, which treats spinal muscular atrophy, will be priced at $2.1
million for a one-time therapy. 7 A large reason for the high cost is that relatively few people
suffer from the disease and thus the cost of development must be spread over fewer patients.
Finally, the rising cost of health care, including drugs, is placing greater pressure on individuals,
insurers, and public budgets. A recent report by Accenture revealed a $30 billion gap between
the expected profits of drug companies from new drug launches and the projected drug spending
of the public health programs in developed countries. 8
Public policy demands a constant array of trade-offs whose difficulty only makes them more
important. For prescription drugs these trade-offs occur on at least three levels. At the first level,
policymakers must weigh the benefits of devoting more resources to health care as opposed to
other important social needs such as infrastructure, education, and income support. Second,
within health care they must balance spending on pharmaceuticals against other forms of health
care, the prices of which have also been rising. These trade-offs may not be so stark, however, as
in many cases the use of prescription drugs reduces the cost of other forms of health care. 9
There is also the difficult question of whether to devote extensive resources to help a few people
with severe conditions at the expense of slightly better care for the majority. Attempts to evaluate
the worth of different treatments require that we assign a cost to human life. But this cost is
extremely subjective and cannot be determined by economic considerations alone. 10
Finally, policymakers must choose between the respective demands of current and future
patients. Government price controls and other measures to reduce drug prices, such as weakened
intellectual property protection will undoubtedly help current patients. But this will come at a
cost. Money not consumed today can be invested for tomorrow. For the issue of pharmaceutical
drugs, an overwhelming body of academic research shows that price controls will significantly
restrict the number of new drugs in the future. The pharmaceutical industry is the epitome of a
dynamic high-tech industry, wherein the profits from one generation of products go to pay the
high development costs for the next generation. Artificially reducing drug revenues today will not
only cause companies to cut back on their future research—meaning the next generation will
benefit less from new drug discoveries—it will jeopardize U.S. leadership in an industry that
punches above its weight in funding research and employing scientists. 11
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An overwhelming body of academic research shows that price controls will significantly restrict the
number of new drugs in the future.
All of these trade-offs are inevitable. Because there is no one right answer, many of these
decisions should be subject to the political process, wherein policymakers can weigh the views
and interests of different groups. This report does not presume to make these decisions for
society. However, it is critical that when making these decisions, policymakers clearly understand
the benefits and costs of each option. The purpose of this report is threefold. First, it reviews
some of the data regarding drug spending. Second, it reviews the pharmaceutical industry’s
strong record in funding research and employing scientists. Finally, it summarizes the academic
research showing a strong causal link between current drug prices and revenues on the one hand
and future research and discoveries on the other.

ARE DRUG PRICES TOO HIGH?
In order to maximize social welfare with limited resources, policymakers need to appreciate the
costs and benefits of each decision they make. In the context of drug prices, they need to clearly
understand the strong link between current revenues (which may or may not be the same as
consumer prices) and the generation of future drugs. Put simply, drug companies must make
significant profits on their best-selling drugs in one generation in order to reinvest in the next
generation. A large portion of these “profits” goes to three sources before they are available for
distribution to shareholders. First, the revenues must cover the costs of the high number of failed
research efforts, most of which generate no revenues. Second, they must pay for the long delays
between initial research and product sales. These capital expenditures account for roughly half of
the total costs of developing new drugs. Finally, a large portion of the remainder goes into new
research on the next generation of drugs. Market investors quickly notice whenever companies do
not have a group of promising drugs in their pipelines.
Put simply, drug companies must make significant profits on their best-selling drugs in one generation
in order to reinvest in the next generation.
As figure 1 points out, change in total spending on retail pharmaceuticals varied dramatically
between 2000 and 2017. Although spending rose in later years, the increases were mostly
modest. The total number of pharmaceutical doses sold (the volume of drugs) also increased, in
part because of the increase in the U.S. population (up an average of 0.84 percent per year
since 2000) and the increase in the elderly population which on average consumes more drugs
(the population of Americans older than 65 years of old has increased an average of 2.27
percent per year since 2000). 12
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Figure 1: Annual change in total U.S. retail pharmaceutical spending 13

Figure 2, on the other hand, shows that the source of spending has changed dramatically. In
1960, fully 96 percent of all prescription drugs were paid for out of pocket. By 1980, this had
fallen to 71.3 percent, and by 2000, it was 27.8 percent. In 2017, only 14 percent of
prescription drugs were paid for out of pocket. Private insurance and Medicare/Medicaid paid for
42.0 percent and 40.2 percent, respectively. By 2027, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) expects the portion to decline to 12.8 percent. This trend has made many
patients less sensitive to the cost of their medications.
Figure 2: Percentage of retail prescription drugs paid for out of pocket 14
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Figure 3 shows retail pharmaceutical sales as a percent of total health care spending. Although
the fraction rose from 1980 to 2000, it has declined slightly since 2002 and is slightly lower
than where it was in 1960. It is also projected to be relatively flat for the next decade.
Figure 3: Retail prescription drug spending and projections as a percentage of total health care spending:
1960–2027 15

It should be no surprise that total health care spending is increasing, since the nation is getting
richer and its population has grown. Nevertheless, total retail spending on drugs has increased
almost sixfold, even after correcting for the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ consumer price index for
prescription drugs (see figure 4). However, so has gross domestic product (GDP). Figure 5 shows
that, as a percentage of GDP, the rise was far less dramatic—with 2017 levels below 2009
levels—and only a small portion of total income.
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Figure 4: Retail spending on prescriptions drugs adjusted for inflation (billions): 1970–2017 16

Figure 5: Retail prescription spending as a percentage of gross domestic product: 1960–2017 17

Much of the increase has been driven by increased demand, in part as drugs have become more
effective medical treatments. And much of the demand has been driven by those over the age of
65. Between 2002 and 2014, total retail spending on prescription drugs rose by $140 billion.
Spending on those over the age of 65 accounted for $54 billion, or 38 percent of this rise. Yet
the proportion of those over 65 in the population only rose from 12.3 percent to 14.3 percent of
the total population. Figure 5 again shows total spending on retail prescription drugs, adjusted
for inflation. It then adjusts this spending by the growth in the number of people ages 65 or
older, revealing that when controlling for the growth of the elderly, real spending has declined
10.4 percent since 2007.
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Figure 6: Real retail spending (billions) on prescription drugs indexed to the population over the age of 65:
1960–2017 18

The Cost of Drug Development
Drug development is extremely costly for three main reasons. The first is the heavily regulated
nature of the drug markets. Second, and partly due to this regulation, drug-development time is
very lengthy, taking an average of 10 to 20 years. Because future revenues are worth less than
those received today, a dollar of revenue in ten years will not come close to offsetting a dollar of
research paid for today. Finally, drug development pushes at the boundaries of biological and
chemical science, causing roughly 90 percent of all drug projects to fail. 19 In order to survive,
companies must recoup the costs of these failures in the revenues from the relatively rare
successes. A recent study by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates pharmaceutical
companies need to make a margin of 62.2 percent on their successful products in order to
average a 4.8 percent rate of return on all of their assets. Based on past studies, the report
assumes that 90 percent of all research spending results in no revenues, and that the approval
process takes 12 years. 20
A recent CBO study estimates pharmaceutical companies need to make a margin of 62.2 percent on
their successful products in order to average a 4.8 percent rate of return on all of their assets.
The most commonly accepted estimate of the cost of developing a new drug comes from the
Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development. Looking at drugs that began human testing
between 1995 and 2007, it estimated that the average cost of developing and bringing to
market a new compound had been $2.6 billion (in 2013 dollars). Post-approval costs added
another $300 million. Out-of-pocket costs were $1.4 billion. The rest was the cost of capital,
using a discount rate of 10.5 percent. Costs had risen over the last decade due to a decline in
clinical success rates and a rise in average research costs. 21 The study also found that, although
tax provisions such as the research and development (R&D) and the orphan-drug tax credits
reduce the cost of development, their effect is relatively small compared to the total costs. While
this study has been criticized, other estimates have produced comparable results. 22
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The problem of rising drug costs is made worse by the fact that Americans must pay a large share
of the costs of drug development. Since the United States accounts for roughly half of the global
market (in terms of the amount of drugs consumed), one might normally expect it to pay for only
about half of subsequent rounds of innovation. 23 But many countries, including high-income
ones, pursue policies that keep the prices of their patented drugs artificially low. 24 Because
manufacturers cannot recover much of their fixed costs overseas, they must charge higher prices
in the United States in order to achieve a given rate of return. Somewhat surprisingly, some also
raise the price of generic drugs in order to protect domestic manufacturers of those drugs.
As a result, U.S. consumers pay approximately 70 percent of all global patented
biopharmaceutical profits. 25
Many countries, including high-income ones, pursue policies that keep the prices of their patented
drugs artificially low. As a result, U.S. consumers pay approximately 70 percent of all global patented
biopharmaceutical profits.
This makes sense from the point of view of each country, particularly low-income countries.
Because of their relatively small market size compared with the United States, raising drug
prices would have little effect on either the amount or direction of global research. Collectively,
however, price restrictions harm the global community. 26 They result in significantly less
research, and fewer drugs. Everyone, including Americans, would benefit if all nations
contributed their fair share to drug research. Solving this collective action problem has proven
difficult, however.
It is interesting to note that efforts to fight climate change share the same dynamic. For most
countries, especially smaller ones, the rational action would be to not pay the price premium
required for clean energy because the cost of not doing so would be widely diffused to all
nations, while the benefit of a higher living standard from cheaper energy would be accrued by
the individual nation. Yet, most nations have decided that, when it comes to clean energy
innovation and adoption, they will put the interests of the globe ahead of their own interest.
Nations such as Canada, Japan, and much of Europe that prioritize fighting climate change think
nothing of free-riding on U.S. expenditures when it comes to fighting global diseases, thereby
slowing rates of new drug innovation.

Measuring Prices and Profits
Measurement problems complicate any analysis of the pharmaceutical industry. First, there are
problems measuring drug prices. For one thing, it can be very difficult to determine the correct
price of a given drug. Pharmaceutical pricing involves a number of different players and several
levels of discounts. Very few buyers pay list price, discounts vary significantly depending upon
the buyer, and manufacturers have become more reliant on rebates in order to sell products. A
recent Accenture report found that 4 of 11 drug companies studied had issued rebates totaling
more than half of their gross U.S. sales. 27 Two pills with identical ingredients but different
names can vary in price by a factor of five. 28 Moreover, middlemen play an important role in drug
distribution and pricing.
Even when a common price definition is used, price indexes of the real cost of pharmaceuticals
tend to overestimate the amount of inflation. 29 First, The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
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infrequently changes the market basket of drugs whose prices it monitors, so new generics are
often not included in the sample for several years even though their entrance into the market
quickly lowers prices. And when they are included, they are measured as new products, not as
cheaper versions of the branded drugs. 30 According to an estimate from 1993, this resulted in an
upward bias in the measured price of drugs of 1.2 percentage points a year. 31 Making this
adjustment would mean actual prices fell in 3 of the last 9 years (see figure 1).
Second, price increases tend to be more rapid for mature branded pharmaceuticals that have
proven their worth, while the prices of new products increase more slowly and can even decline.
However, because new products are not included in the index until several years after their
market entry, this declining-price experience is underrepresented. Finally, BLS does not measure
improvements in consumer benefits associated with new drugs. If a new version of a drug costs
the same as an existing one but delivers better results, its real cost has fallen, although the index
would not capture that. In contrast, the government does include quality improvements in its
measures of inflation for most other products, such as cars and computers. Although the
government has tried to address some of these problems, the indexes likely still overstate the rate
of inflation.
A second problem concerns how profits are measured, and particularly the accounting treatment
of research costs and marketing expenses. Because both of these costs have a useful life of more
than one year, standard accounting practice would include them as assets and amortize them
over a period of years (perhaps five to eight) beyond which they cease to have value. For
example, the Bureau of Economic Analysis now counts research as an asset and depreciates the
value of biopharmaceutical research by 10 percent each year. 32 However, the convention in the
pharmaceutical industry is to deduct research and marketing costs from revenues in the first
year. Although expensing for tax purposes makes sense in order to reduce the after-tax cost of
research, and to reflect actual cash flow within the company, the measurement of return on
assets should reflect traditional accounting principles. The deduction of research costs
temporarily lowers measured profits because it raises the amount of costs that are deducted from
revenues. However, by ignoring the continued value of research assets, it significantly
understates a company’s assets and therefore overstates the rate of return on assets. 33 CBO has
reported that, after properly adjusting for the asset value of research, the industry’s profitability
remains “somewhat” higher than the average for all industries, but not twice as large, as
standard measures show. 34
When research was properly accounted for, the return on equities fell to 8.3 percent for
pharmaceuticals and rose to 0.9 percent for biotechnology. The market average was 14.1 percent.
In recent years, industry returns have been even lower. New York University professor Aswath
Damodaran calculated estimated returns on equity (ROE) for different industries going back
several years. His calculations include estimates that treat research as both a standard expense
and a capital expenditure. For 2018, the return on equity for pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
was 12.6 percent and -1.6 percent, respectively, compared with an economy average of 15.6
percent. 35 However, when research was properly accounted for, the ROEs fell to 8.3 percent for
pharmaceuticals and rose to 0.9 percent for biotechnology. The market average was 14.1
percent. This relative performance is reflected in stock prices. Over the past five years, the NYSE
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ARCA Pharmaceutical Index experienced an annual return of 2.0 percent, compared to 7.6
percent for the broader S&P 500. 36
Finally, even a significant reduction in margins would not transform drug pricing. The
Government Accountability Office estimated that pharmaceutical and biotechnology revenues
were $775 billion in 2015, with an industry profit margin of 17.1 percent (not taking into
account capitalization of research). 37 Reducing this margin to 6.7 percent (the average for
Fortune 500 companies) and assuming all savings were used to lower prices would have lowered
prices by only 10 percent.

Measuring the Benefits
Any analysis of the cost of drugs needs to also consider the benefits from their use. There is
ample evidence that the benefits substantially exceed the costs. Policies that restrict the flow of
future drugs are therefore likely to harm society, particularly if the savings are consumed, rather
than invested.
Any analysis of drug costs needs to consider the benefits from their use. Policies that restrict the flow
of future drugs are therefore likely to harm society, particularly if the savings are consumed, rather
than invested.
A 2008 study by CBO found that average returns to society from past drug R&D appeared to have
been large. 38 A study of the use of other medical services and whether advances in
pharmaceutical treatments had any effect on days lost to sickness found that conditions that had
larger increases in post-1990 drugs per affected person also had larger declines in disability
days and the use of almost all non-drug medical devices. 39 The total benefit was $95 per person,
or twice the cost of the additional drugs. All of this social benefit went to patients and health
care providers. In another study, improved medication adherence in patients with four chronic
diseases resulted in benefit-to-cost ratios of between 3.1:1 and 10.1:1 depending on the
condition. Annual savings per patient varied from $1,258 to $7,823. 40
The creation of net benefits also extends to future drugs. Reduced biomedical innovation would
increase future health care costs and slow improvements in health and longevity. 41 The
Alzheimer’s Association recently evaluated the current cost of treating the disease. 42 By 2050,
16 percent of Americans 65 or older will suffer from some stage of Alzheimer’s, with 6.5 million
individuals in the severe stage of needing round-the-clock care. The cost of treating Alzheimer’s
that year will be $1.2 trillion in 2019 dollars. The report estimates that discovering a drug in
2025 that would delay the onset of Alzheimer’s by 5 years would reduce the cost of treatment in
2050 by one-third. Savings in the first 10 years alone would total $935 billion. The high cost of
mental illness (roughly $1.5 trillion annually) also offers a great opportunity for cost reduction
through better drugs. 43
However, the presence of large social benefits is not enough. Companies must still be able to
realize a profit on their drugs. A recent news article reports on the difficulty biotech firms face in
developing new antibiotics. 44 Despite a growing need, a decline in market returns has caused
larger firms to shift research over to other areas. For example, only three companies are currently
conducting clinical research on antibiotics. The article speculates that part of the problem is few
doctors know about the new antibiotics, which may be the result of a lack of marketing. Another
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problem is new drugs, due to their high costs, are only used when other treatments do not work,
meaning their overall sales are likely not enough to pay for new-drug development.

PHARMA’S ROLE IN PROMOTING RESEARCH
The pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries combined account for a large percentage of
U.S. research, both as a fraction of their profits and as a fraction of total U.S. R&D. figure 7
shows total business expenditures on pharmaceutical R&D in 2014 (the latest year for which
data is available), with private research developing new drugs in the United States at a
significantly higher percentage of GDP than in the rest of the world. Although Japan comes close
in percentage terms, total private R&D spending was $56.6 billion in the United States,
compared with $14.6 billion in Japan.
Figure 7: Business expenditure for pharmaceutical budgets for health-related R&D as a percentage of
GDP, 2014 45

The U.S. pharmaceutical industry conducts far more pharma research than other countries, and more
research overall than other U.S. industries.
This high level of investment also applies to the total value of the pharmaceutical industry.
Figure 8 shows R&D intensity by industry, measured as business R&D spending as a percentage
of the gross value added of an industry. Once again, the U.S. pharmaceutical industry conducts
far more pharma research than other countries, and more research overall than other U.S.
industries. U.S. pharmaceutical companies devoted 43.8 percent of their total value added in
2014 back into R&D, ahead of both air and spacecraft, and electronic and optical products.
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Figure 8: R&D intensity by industry and country, 2014 46

Because of this research, Americans enjoy earlier access to new drugs. The European Federation
of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations recently found that, although the North American
market accounted for only 48.9 percent of worldwide pharmaceutical sales, 65.2 percent of
sales of new medicines launched between 2013 and 2018 were in the United States. 47 It also
determined that, although the growth of drug research had stagnated from 2009 to 2013 (a
period in which significant reforms to health care were being discussed), it grew at an 8.6percent rate between 2014 and 2018. The European rate was only 3.8 percent. 48
Worldwide, the pharmaceuticals and biotechnology industry spent almost $112 billion on R&D in
2013 (the latest year for which data is available). 49 The National Science Foundation regularly
collects data on business research. According to its latest data, companies producing
pharmaceuticals and medicines paid for $65.8 billion of research in 2016. 50 This was almost 17
percent of all research funded by manufacturing companies in the United States. Biotechnology
firms contributed another $6.1 billion. Over 85 percent of this pharmaceutical research was
conducted in the United States. Over 64 percent of this funding was devoted to development,
while another 21 percent was spent on applied research. 51 Companies devoted 16.5 percent of
sales to domestic R&D. 52 The only industries with higher ratios that year were semiconductor
machinery and scientific R&D services (which include biotechnology). Biopharmaceutical
companies accounted for 687,000 domestic employees, of which 144,000, or 21 percent
worked in R&D. 53 This is over 9 percent of all R&D workers funded by industry.

THE EFFECT OF DRUG PRICES ON INNOVATION
The previous section discussed the strong contribution the pharmaceutical industry makes to
U.S. research. The U.S. lead in life-sciences research delivers large benefits to the economy in
the form of faster, more numerous breakthrough drugs and continued advances in existing
therapies, as well as tens of thousands of high-paying jobs across the nation. 54
This section reviews the academic literature on the strong link between drug prices and the
future introduction of new drugs. Like any industry, pharmaceutical manufacturers need to earn
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an adequate rate of return on their assets in order to remain in business. However, the special
nature of the pharmaceutical industry, in particular the heavy upfront investment in drug
research and testing, and the long and uncertain delay between initial investments and drug
revenues, means government price controls or other policies to reduce revenue (such as
weakened intellectual property protection) will reduce drug innovation.
Numerous studies have shown a firm link between prices and profits on the one hand and higher levels
of research and drug innovation on the other.
Numerous studies have shown a firm link between prices and profits on the one hand and higher
levels of research and drug innovation on the other. Although this report will not attempt to
define the proper balance in detail, policymakers need to be aware this link is well established.
Lowering prices now will result in less future research and fewer new drugs. The decline in future
drugs will in turn reduce patient welfare over the longer term. This is not to say the federal
government should sit on the sidelines regarding the affordability of drugs, but rather that price
controls will come at a cost to innovation and long-term patient well-being.

The Trade-Off Between Short-Term Affordability and Long-Term Innovation
The unique nature of the pharmaceutical industry complicates the task of setting prices. In many
traditional industries with a competitive market, firms often set prices only slightly higher than
the marginal cost of producing an additional unit. This is because in most traditional industries
fixed costs (e.g., capital equipment, R&D, and other overhead) are relatively low compared with
total costs of production.
However, setting prices close to marginal cost won’t work for innovation industries—including
biopharmaceuticals—wherein the marginal cost of producing another unit (e.g., a pill or dose) is
usually relatively small in comparison with the overall fixed costs, especially research,
development, and testing. As innovation companies, drug companies must be able to recover
these high up-front costs. Like some other industries such as movies, wherein there is a risk of
the product being a bust, biopharmaceutical companies must be able to price drugs to cover not
just the fixed and marginal costs of the successful drug, but also the costs of the failures. High
fixed costs (from both successes and failures) ensure companies will need to price drugs
significantly above the marginal cost. Although short-term affordability of drugs may be increased
if drug revenues are based on marginal cost, drug companies will not be able to recover their
costs, which will make them stop investing in future research, lose money, and go out
of business.
Ensuring prices remain high enough to allow drug manufacturers to recover their high fixed costs
requires government intervention. In the United States, this is done mainly by giving drug
companies patent protection for new discoveries. These policies give companies the ability to
raise prices above marginal—and even average—cost, at least as long as there are few close
substitutes to a particular treatment. Without patent protection, other companies would swoop
into markets, thereby avoiding the hard and expensive work of developing and testing a drug and
bearing only production and marketing costs. This is in fact what happens once the patent on a
popular drug expires.
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The granting of a monopoly through patents and other intellectual property protection has a
positive effect on product development—which in the case of drug companies, is on research,
development, and testing. While market power from intellectual property protection may reduce
short-term welfare, it increases long-term welfare by encouraging more investment and
innovation. This is why the Founding Fathers included patent protection in the Constitution. 55
Moreover, in many cases, a patent may not confer much effective pricing power. A company with
a patent on a drug for a given disease may face strong competition from other drugs with similar
effectiveness. 56 In such cases, the patents may not translate into effective pricing power. 57 In
addition, the maker of a particular drug may face some limitations on market power from buyers,
such as health care insurers and drug benefit plans, with their own market power. These
restraints help ensure pharmaceutical prices will be roughly based on the value to patients and
the broader health care system. 58 For example, although Zolgensma is priced at $2.1 million for
a one-time treatment, it treats spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). Infants born with SMA Type 1
typically die within 18 months or can only survive on life support. Roughly 30 new patients are
born each month. The only existing therapy, Spinraza, costs $750,000 for the first treatment
and $375,000 per year after that. 59
But even when companies set prices high, society can still benefit. When companies decide how
much money to invest in research, they typically invest until the benefits to them stop exceeding
their costs. Because companies do not benefit from the spillover benefits to society (the benefit
competitors and consumers get from their innovation), they do not take them into account. In
fact, research levels would be maximized by letting these companies capture all the social
benefits. 60 A recent study by Tomas Philipson and Anupam Jena shows that drug companies
typically capture only a small fraction of the total social benefit they produce. 61 The study
concentrated on therapies for HIV/AIDS introduced after the late 1980s. It estimated that these
drugs increased social welfare by nearly $1.4 trillion. However, the companies that produced
these drugs increased their profits by only $62.9 billion. They therefore captured less than 5
percent of the total welfare. The remainder went to the rest of society. Looking at over 200
previous studies of the cost efficiency of other drugs, the authors estimated that in 25 percent of
the studies, companies captured less than 7 percent of the societal surplus. The appropriation of
social welfare exceeded 25 percent in only one-quarter of the studies. Philipson and Jena also
found that “dynamic efficiency only occurs when those undertaking the costs of R&D have
incentives that are properly aligned with society, which is true when social surplus is entirely
appropriated as profits.” 62 Because firms capture only a small part of the total surplus, they do
too little research. Although patent law, the R&D tax credit, and other policies can mitigate this
effect, policymakers should remember that allowing firms to appropriate more of the surplus
directly may promote dynamic efficiency (e.g., new drugs) and long-term societal benefits
(e.g., health).
Drug pricing therefore requires a balance between short-term affordability and long-term
innovation. Low prices (as well as public subsidies) allow more individuals to afford existing
drugs now, but if they come at the expense of drug company revenues, they reduce the incentive
to invest in new cures. Higher prices increase this incentive but can also make prices
unaffordable for many patients. Subsidies for drugs, particularly for low- and moderate-income
households, either through private insurance or government payments, is one way to balance this
conflict. Unfortunately, there is no right answer for obtaining the proper balance, but those who
try to strike it need to be aware of the trade-off.
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The justification for high prices on any particular drug therefore depends on the assumption that
they are needed to fund the subsequent round of innovation. This link has been established by
numerous empirical studies over the last several decades. A recent survey summarized the
scholarly literature this way: “The preponderance of evidence suggests that raising
reimbursements for pharmaceuticals stimulates innovation, primarily because the expected
rewards for innovation go up and secondarily because the cost of financing falls for cashconstrained pharmaceutical firms.” 63
“The preponderance of evidence suggests that raising reimbursements for pharmaceuticals stimulates
innovation, primarily because the expected rewards for innovation go up and secondarily because the
cost of financing falls for cash-constrained pharmaceutical firms.”

Previous Literature Reviews
Previous government reports have summarized the link between biopharmaceutical profits and
innovation within the drug industry. CBO pointed to two underlying reasons why this link might
be so strong. 64 First, as in most industries, the introduction of successful new drugs often leads
to higher profits as companies are able to capture some of the social value created by their
products. The profitability of current drugs also serves as a proxy for the profitability of future
drugs. If biopharmaceutical firms are allowed to make reasonably large profits from their current
products, they are likely to conclude that the same will be true in the future. This may cause
them to increase both the speed and amount of their research activities. Conversely, they may
view current attempts to hold down prices as likely to continue into the future, in which case
they may decrease research funding.
The second reason CBO identified is adequate profits generate significant cash flow, which
allows companies to finance the next round of innovation. 65 The availability of cash flow is
important because raising significant amounts of money in the stock or bond markets is more
costly. Biopharma companies have a much more detailed knowledge of disease models, the
status of their current research, and the probabilities of success. Because investors cannot
adequately assess these risks for themselves, they demand higher returns for investing. Assuming
firms invest in R&D until their cost of capital exceeds the rate of return, financing through cash
flow should allow them to justify more projects than if they have to raise the money from outside
investors.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) conducted a detailed study
of this issue in the pharmaceutical industry. It found that “[p]harmaceutical pricing and
reimbursement policies stand to affect innovation through multiple channels, influencing both
the incentives to invest in private R&D and the costs of investment. The main channel of
prospective influence is the impact of pricing and reimbursement policies on the expected return
on investment in R&D.” 66 In fact the generation of large revenues is closely related to the
amount of research an individual company does. Figure 9 shows R&D expenditures and sales of
the 151 largest pharmaceutical firms in the world in 2006. There was clearly a very strong
correlation (0.97).
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Figure 9: R&D expenditures and sales in the pharmaceutical industry, 2006 67

Pricing policies affect not only the amount of research conducted (leading-edge or marginal
improvements) but also the type and the decision of whether and when to introduce a new
product to the market.
The Government Accountability Office recently completed its own review of trends in
pharmaceutical profits and R&D. 68 It found that both experts and academic research has
concluded that high revenue potential associated with a large number of patients, or the ability
to charge a high price, is an important incentive for R&D investment. 69 Exclusivity periods and
patent protection, tax incentives, and expedited review programs were also cited as influencing
R&D. Of course, while biopharmaceutical companies, like other firms, would like to charge as
high a price as possible, their ability to do so is limited by both buyers not being willing to pay
more for a drug than the benefits it delivers in terms of longer, healthier lives, and the presence
of at least some competition in the marketplace.
Experts and academic research have concluded that high revenue potential associated with a large
number of patients, or the ability to charge a high price, is an important incentive for R&D investment.
Academic studies that explore the causal link between drug revenues and research face a
common difficulty in finding good data. They also take different approaches to choosing the
inputs, outputs, and econometric model to measure the relationship between prices and profits,
and research and innovation. So it is somewhat remarkable that, collectively, they arrive at the
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common answer that high prices for today’s treatments are closely associated with more research
and a larger number of future drugs. There appear to be no scholarly studies that show no
relationship between current prices and future innovation. Given their common conclusion that
short-term price declines will endanger future drug innovation, it is worthwhile to discuss some
of the major studies individually.

Grabowski and Vernon (2000)
Two studies by Duke University’s Henry Grabowski and John A. Vernon from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill looked at the relationship between expected returns and cash flows
on the one hand, and company research on the other. The first study covered the period from
1962 to 1975. 70 This followed passage of the Kefauver-Harris Amendment to the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, which required a showing of efficacy as well as safety in order to get FDA
approval. This increased development times by several years and R&D costs per new drug by
several-fold. The authors found that research productivity, defined as sales of recent new drug
introductions divided by lagged R&D spending, declined rapidly during the period. This
eventually influenced cash flows, the decline of which along with the fall in research productivity
together had the effect of reducing R&D.
A later study looked at research spending between 1974 and 1994 in 11 firms specializing in
prescription drugs. 71 Together, these firms represented just over 40 percent of the U.S. market
and half of the innovative output (defined as the first 3 years’ sales of all new chemical entities
introduced in a period of time). Unlike the previous period, research productivity rose over 50
percent. Grabowski and Vernon found that both expected productivity of R&D and available cash
flow positively affect R&D spending. Again, the link between cash flow and research is due to the
fact that internally generated funds, which are often the result of higher profits, cost less than
either borrowed funds or new equity, and therefore lower the required rate of return for new
research at the margin. 72

U.S. Department of Commerce (2004)
In 2004, Congress asked the U.S. Department of Commerce to study the effect of
pharmaceutical price controls in OECD countries. 73 The department concluded that most OECD
countries use a variety of controls to limit the price of patent-protected drugs in their countries.
These restrictions reduced the revenue of drug companies by $18 billion to $27 billion per year.
The department estimated that lower revenues reduced global R&D by $5 billion to $8 billion, or
3 to 4 new drug entities annually. This latter effect was based on outside estimates regarding the
cost of developing a new drug. Note that using a lower cost of development would imply that the
reduction in research spending resulted in a higher number of new drugs not being discovered.
Access to these new drugs would benefit U.S. consumers by $5 billion to $7 billion a year. In
contrast, OECD countries also used price floors on generic drugs in order to protect their
domestic manufacturers. Eliminating these floors would save Europeans $5 billion to $30 billion
annually, potentially paying for restoring a competitive market to patent drugs. The study also
found that significantly more new active substances were available in the United States than in
other countries, which it attributed to companies’ increased ability to capture more of the social
benefit from current drugs. 74
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Acemoglu and Linn (2004)
One problem with modeling the relationship between prices and research is the causation may go
both ways. It is possible that better research increases profits rather than the other way around.
To get at this problem, economists Daron Acemoglu and Joshua Linn examined the
pharmaceutical industry using the theory of induced innovation, which says that changes in the
real prices of different goods or inputs should cause companies to change the direction of
innovation. 75 Their 2004 study looked at changes in demographic trends between 1970 and
1990. Demographic changes affect the potential market size for a drug but they do not depend
on the amount of research being done. If research spending and the size of the market move
together, causation should run from prices to research.
Acemoglu and Linn divided specific drugs into categories depending on the age of the population
that primarily used them. The results showed a strong relationship between market size and the
entry of new drugs. As baby boomers aged over a 30-year period, the market for drugs mostly
consumed by the young declined, while those used by older individuals increased. This produced
a matching change in the number of new drugs in each category. A 1-percent increase in the
potential market size led to a 6-percent increase in the number of new drugs entering that
market. Although much of this increase came from generics, both the number of nongeneric
drugs (those not identical or bioequivalent to an existing drug) and the number of new molecular
compounds (drugs containing an active component that has never been approved by the FDA or
marketed in the United States) increased by at least 4 percent. They also found that drug firms
anticipated these demographic changes with a lead of 10 to 20 years.

Giaccotto, Santerre, and Vernon (2005)
A 10-percent increase in real prices caused firms to increase their R&D intensity by nearly 6 percent
the following year.
Another study, by Giaccotto, Santerre, and Vernon, found a strong link between real drug prices
and firm R&D. 76 Their 2005 study focused on R&D intensity (the ratio of R&D spending to
product sales) rather than the level of research, and found that real drug prices, real GDP per
capita, and the amount of foreign sales as a percentage of total sales all had a strong impact on
R&D intensity the following year. Specifically, a 10-percent increase in real prices caused firms
to increase their R&D intensity by nearly 6 percent the following year. Applying this result to the
past, they estimated that if drug prices had not increased in real terms between 1980 and 2001,
R&D spending would have been 30 percent below its actual level. The number of new drugs
entering the market during this time would have fallen by between 330 and 365, or about onethird of the actual number.

Abbott and Vernon (2005)
Some studies have tried to estimate the impact of future price controls on research. In 2005,
economists Thomas Abbott of Thomson-Medstat and John A. Vernon found a strong impact on
future innovation. 77 They used the history of specific firms to look at the impact of prices on the
initial decision whether to start Phase I trials on a perspective drug. With data on actual
development costs, drug revenues, and a measure of the uncertainty facing firms, they found
that minor price changes would have relatively little effect. A price decline of 5 to 10 percent
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would reduce product development by about 5 percent. But larger price declines would have a
more serious impact. For example, a price cut of 40 to 45 percent in real terms would reduce the
number of new development projects by 50 to 60 percent.

Lichtenberg (2006)
A 2006 study by Frank Lichtenberg looks at relationships between expected market revenues on
the one hand and both the number of chemotherapy regimens for treating a cancer site (i.e.,
skin, lungs) and the number of articles published in scientific journals pertaining to drug therapy
for that cancer site. 78 As the importation of drugs would decrease the U.S. price and therefore
the expected revenues, Lichtenberg hypothesized that importation would cause both the number
of regimens and the number of publications to fall. He started by assuming that the
responsiveness of innovation to a change in revenues is at least as great as its responsiveness to
the number of patients. To estimate the latter, he looked at both changes in the number of
patents with particular types of cancer in Canada and the United States, and the number of
regimens and research papers devoted to that type of cancer. The results showed the elasticity of
the number of cancer patients to the number of chemotherapy regimens available to treat a
specific type of cancer is 0.53. The elasticity of journal citations is 0.60. Therefore, a 10percent fall in drug prices is likely to cause a 5- to 6-percent decline in both cancer regimens
and research articles.
A 10-percent fall in drug prices is likely to cause a 5- to 6-percent decline in both cancer regimens
and research articles.
The study also looked at the relationship between the number of innovations within a company
(defined as FDA-approved active ingredients contained in products sold by the company that are
not contained in any other company’s products) and the number of its employees. It finds an
elasticity of 0.71 across 14 pharmaceutical companies; a 10-percent reduction in new approved
active ingredients would cut the number of employees by 7 percent.

Civan and Maloney (2009)
In 2009, economists Abdulkadir Civan and Michael Maloney looked at both the existing drugs
available to treat specific diseases and the number of new drugs in development for those same
diseases. 79 After correcting for the number of existing treatments available for a specific
condition, they found a positive relationship between the average price of available drugs and the
number of new drugs being developed. A 30-percent increase in drug prices for a given condition
would increase the number of drugs in development for that condition by 25 percent. Of course,
as generics enter the market in response to favorable market conditions, prices usually fall.

Golec and Vernon (2010)
Economists Joseph Golec of the University of Connecticut and John A. Vernon looked at the
relationship between an index of drug prices in both the United States and Europe and the
profitability, research spending, and stock price of U.S. and EU pharmaceutical firms,
respectively. 80 Between 1993 and 2004, European price controls prevented pharmaceutical
prices from rising in inflation-adjusted terms, whereas real prices in the United States rose by 50
percent. However, the authors found a statistically significant positive correlation (0.64) between
changes in the price increases and R&D spending. 81
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Market conditions not only affected the size of research spending, it also affected its location.
Looking at other sets of data, they found biopharmaceutical research in the EU countries
exceeded research conducted in the United States by 24 percent in 1986. But by 2004, U.S.
levels were 15 percent greater than EU levels. 82 This is mostly due to EU spending stalling
between 1997 and 2001, roughly the same time the two price indexes diverged. Total U.S.
biopharma research by foreign firms has been growing at a faster rate than foreign research by
U.S. firms, largely because U.S. prices for on-patent drugs are higher than those in Europe.
Higher prices have therefore caused foreign companies to divert their attention to the U.S.
market, thereby strengthening the U.S. domestic industry.
Golec and Vernon also looked at the real annual growth rate in research spending. U.S. research
consistently grew about 3.4 percentage points more than EU research each year. However, both
rates have been trending down in recent years. Using regression analysis, the study shows firms
that were more sensitive to European prices spent less on R&D, while the opposite was true of
sensitivity to U.S. prices. By assuming the annual real increase in R&D spending would have
maintained its rate of 6.6 percent had the Europeans not introduced price controls, the report
estimates the present value of reduced R&D from regulations has been almost $12 billion in
current dollars and 1,680 R&D jobs. 83 Using an average cost per drug of $260 million, this
translates to 46 fewer medicines between 1986 and 2004. They noted that between 1987 and
1991, EU firms introduced 101 new medicines. This figure dropped to 57 new medicines
between 2000 and 2004, the difference of which was roughly the number they attributed to the
decline in R&D. Meanwhile, the number of U.S. new medicines increased from 54 to 70. Similar
price controls in the United States would have reduced the present value of research by almost
$31 billion, resulting in a loss of 117 new medicines and 4,368 jobs. 84

Schwartz (2018)
In 2018, researchers at Precision Health Economics used a model of the over-50 population to
simulate the elimination of price controls in non-U.S. OECD countries.85. The study estimated
that removing price controls would raise pharmaceutical revenues by 30 percent. The paper
estimated that a 30-percent price increase in non-U.S. OECD countries would increase the size
of the global pharmaceutical market by around 12 percent. This in turn would produce a 12
percent increase in research and 13 new drugs per year. The impact grows to 44 new molecules
per year by 2060. Assuming these drugs would also be introduced into the United States, the
expected longevity of American 45-year-olds would increase by 0.86 years, which the report
values at $1.54 trillion, or $67,000 per individual. For 15-year-olds, the increase in longevity
would be 1.6 years, worth $115,000 per person. Although the net benefits to non-U.S.
individuals would be partially offset by higher drug prices in the near term, these benefits would
still be significant. Life expectancy for a 45-year-old European would increase by 0.81 years, and
welfare gains would exceed $80,000 per person.

POSSIBLE POLICY SOLUTIONS
Although the purpose of this report is not to promote one policy solution over others, a number of
possible reforms could improve the situation. The first lesson is policymakers should exercise
caution before pursuing any policies that would reduce the net revenues from the sale of current
drugs. Efforts in this direction are likely to lower long-term welfare by reducing the number of
future breakthroughs.
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Policies that encourage other nations to raise the price of patented drug prices are likely to boost the
funding of future research. If done collectively, all nations would benefit.
Policies that encourage other nations to raise the price of patented drug prices are likely to boost
the funding of future research. If done collectively, all nations would benefit. These reforms
could be accompanied by changes that make it easier to introduce generic drugs, likely resulting
in net benefits to consumers. Taking full advantage of generics would lower drug revenues. But
despite the link between revenues and research, the goal of public policy should not be to prop
prices up as far as possible, but rather to structure a well-functioning market that adequately
rewards innovation and links prices to social benefits. Once a fair patent period has expired,
patients should benefit from heightened competition.
Other reforms could aim at reducing the cost of drug development, which would likely result in
both lower prices and increased investment in R&D. Congress and the FDA should continue to
improve and streamline, wherever possible, the drug approval process, keeping in place existing
safety and efficacy standards. Another option is to encourage more innovation in drug
manufacturing. A recent article argues that pharmaceutical manufacturing could be more
efficient. It attributes much of this to high regulatory barriers and inefficient intellectual-property
protection of manufacturing methods. Proposed changes, such as faster regulatory approvals for
manufacturing innovations that do not affect quality, and preventing other companies from
immediately copying improvements discovered by others either through process patents or by
administratively denying other companies from copying the innovation for a certain period of
time, could result in savings of $50 billion each year. 86 As Congress reauthorizes the
Manufacturing USA program, it should ensure that the two existing biopharma centers—
BioFabUSA and the National Institute for Innovation in Manufacturing Biopharmaceuticals
(NIIMBL)—are adequately funded. 87 Lawmakers also should consider establishing additional
centers in areas such as synthetic biology (e.g., applying engineering principles to biology).
Congress could also ease drug discovery by appropriately loosening data restrictions in the health
care market. Data-driven innovation promises to transform many aspects of medicine. 88 Within
the pharmaceutical industry, better access to data can improve discovery, clinical review, testing,
and post-market monitoring. However, these benefits require access to massive amounts of data
from many people. Current federal policy makes the sharing of data difficult, even de-identified
data individual patients are eager to share in order to help find a cure.
Finally, the federal government should significantly increase funding for basic medical
research. 89 While the federal government is not well positioned to evaluate the most promising
areas of applied research, it does play a large role in underwriting advances in the basic research
on which these applications rest. Despite conservative worries that federal research displaces
private research, the evidence shows that it clearly serves as a complement to it. Steady
advances in the basic understanding of chemical and biological science reduce the risks and
improve the returns from private efforts.
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CONCLUSION
The U.S. biopharmaceutical industry is the most innovative and research-intensive industry in
the world. Rather than channeling most current revenue into profits, companies pour a large
portion of their revenues from each generation of drugs into research in the next round of
development. As a result, the industry funds a large share of total U.S. R&D, employs a
significant number of researchers, and continues to develop new drugs.
Some have argued high prices are not needed to maintain this virtuous cycle because, in the face
of price controls or other measures to lower prices, companies can maintain high revenues for
research by cutting marketing expenses. 90 However, Frosch et al. found that direct-to-consumer
advertising was $4.9 billion in 2007, or just 1.4 percent of total sales, hardly a honeypot of
savings to be applied to lower drug pricing. 91 Moreover, while much advertising is designed to
gain market share over competitors, some is about educating consumers and health care
providers. Moreover, the drug industry is different than, say, the soap or car industry where it is
relatively easy for consumers to find out on their own about new products and the differences
between them. This is why Frosch et al. found that more than half of physicians agree that ads
educate patients about health conditions and available treatments; and nearly 75 percent of
patient respondents agree that advertisements improve their understanding of diseases and
treatments. 92 Moreover, absent some government restrictions on marketing, companies devote
resources to marketing because they think that, even after accounting for its cost, it will increase
demand and therefore revenues. Marketing and innovation are usually complements, because
marketing makes it possible to sell new products. 93
The biopharmaceutical industry funds a large share of total U.S. R&D, employs a significant number of
researchers, and continues to develop new drugs.
Advocates also argue price controls won’t hurt drug innovation because companies must engage
in continued research if they want to remain in business. 94 Revenues from current products play
a large role in funding future research. Academic studies demonstrate a strong consensus that
drug price controls limit revenues for biopharmaceutical companies, and that this in turns leads
companies to invest less in research to develop new drugs. When countries intervene to set a cap
on drug prices, as Europe did in the 1980s, research and innovation suffer. Moreover, firms are
unlikely to invest in future research unless they believe doing so will be profitable. 95 Private firms
routinely exit markets—and entire industries—once they lose profitability, even as they try to
enter new, more promising markets. Price controls reduce industry R&D, which decreases the
number of new drugs developed and thereby hurts patients in the future. It is simply not true
that government can impose significant price controls without damaging the chances for future
cures. Countries that allow higher drug prices experience more innovation. They also benefit from
a more competitive domestic industry and more good jobs.
Finally, the reduction in research and new drug development will reduce overall societal welfare.
Studies show that drugs create a large amount of social value. Yet even with current U.S. drug
prices, firms usually capture only a small portion of this total value. The rest goes to patients,
health care and insurance providers, and the rest of the population.
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While the evidence does not dictate how policymakers should strike the proper balance between
short-term availability and long-term health, it does show a trade-off exists. The close
relationship between prices and research led one early study to conclude that:
[A] pell-mell march toward regulation of pharmaceutical industry pricing could
seriously impair the industry’s incentives for investment in new products.... If profits
were held to “reasonable” levels on blockbuster drugs, aggregate profits would almost
surely be insufficient to sustain a high rate of technological progress…. Should a
tradeoff be required between modestly excessive prices and profits versus retarded
technical progress, it would be better to err on the side of excessive profits. 96
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